
PRACTICE PRESENCE
The Ultimate in Practice Marketing Websites 

and Online Presence Management 



MUCH MORE THAN 
JUST A WEBSITE
Practice Presence is the culmination of over 
18 years of selling successful websites to various 
industries by the Beto Paredes Family of Companies.

Our marketing website are built specifically for practices that have 
purchased our Medical Device products. This new web presence is 
invaluable for introducing patients to these new programs.



WE HAVE THE MEDIA YOU 
NEED INTEGRATED FOR 
INTRODUCING NEW PATIENTS
We have created full marketing pages, brochures for download and 
links to the intake forms for the PECE Medical Device Platform and 
the Bioenergetics Treatment Cycle Platform. 



OUR MARKETING WEBSITES 
ARE BUILT TO COMPLETELY 
REPLACE YOUR 
CURRENT WEBSITE.

Highest quality design by our inhouse professionals

Pages are built search engine compliant 

Fully featured with the ability to turn on or off modules

Hosted on our optimized fast access servers



OUR SOCIAL ADVO TECHNOLOGY 
CAN BE FOUND NOWHERE ELSE
Social Media advertising is becoming an essential element of any company’s 
advertising strategy, with 69% of U.S. adults using Facebook and millions of 
Americans using comparable sites like Instagram, Pinterest and Twitter.

While many practices are already trying to exploit the Social Media 
marketplace, too many are missing out on the personal social aspects that 
make these sites so effective and powerful. They are using display and 
video ads but are neglecting a huge opportunity to use their own 
employees’, happy patients, friends and family, industry influencers and 
personal social media reach to send out messaging and attract new 
customers.

This is the very market we reach with our proprietary 
Social Advocacy programs.



HOW DOES SOCIAL ADVO WORK?
The average Facebook user has 338 friends. That means every employee and patient 
of your practice has connections to HUNDREDS potential new patients and Social 
Advo is here to help you turn these connections into conversions.

Happy patients and employees can sign up to become an “Advocate of your practice”

They set up an account and then choose the social media they are on 
the most

They then choose the frequency they are willing to share marketing about 
your practice. This could be once a day, once a week or once a month.

Because they set up their own account messaging from your practice 
will be automatically shared to their warm personal social
media market.

This appears as a personal referral and will receive the benefits of being 
seen by all their friends and family.



OUR PRACTICE MARKETING 
WEBSITES MAKES GATHERING 
TESTIMONIALS EASY

Happy patients can use the web app associated with your practice to 
video themselves giving a testimonial

These are queued up in your Backoffice where you can choose 
which ones to display on your website.

This will also automatically publish to YouTube at the click of a 
button taking advantage of the largest video marketplace 
in the world.



FULL LIST OF FEATURES THAT COME WITH THE 
PRACTICE PRESENCE MARKETING WEBSITE

BRANDING MOBILE COMPATIBLE CUSTOM CONTENT

SOCIAL SHARE TOOLS VIDEO AND PHOTOSCODE FRAMEWORK

This system comes with our 
design it until you love it branding 

guarantee. We will work on the 
design of your new portal until you 

are satisfied with the work.

This system comes completely 
mobile ready with the latest 

responsive web technology and 
will work cross platform on 

any device.

This system comes with 
completely custom written content 
based on your media and business 
model. We will do a full interview to 

discover what the best potential 
path for your content will be.

This system allows for the instant 
management of YouTube videos, 
image galleries and the ability to 
push these easily and quickly to 

your social media.

This system comes fully set up 
with social media sharing, 
Facebook business page 

integration and twitter integration.

This system comes with our 
custom code framework built to 

work with the search engines 
making the entire website very 

easy for the algorithms to 
read and place.



FULL LIST OF FEATURES THAT COME WITH 
THE PRACTICE PRESENCE MARKETING 
WEBSITE

SOCIAL ADVO TEAM MANAGEMENT TESTIMONIALS TOOL

LOCATIONS SCHEDULING SYSTEMCRM LEAD CAPTURE

This platform comes with our 
proprietary Social Advo custom 

social broadcasting system. This 
allows your business to add social 
affiliates, friends and family to your 

social sharing.

This system comes with very easy 
systems management tools for 

adding members of your staff, their 
departments and if desired, 

individual contact information.

This system comes with our 
mobile testimonial tool making it 
very easy for your customers to 
give you a video testimonial and 

push them post in your other 
social and business directories 

for the same.

This system comes with a powerful 
scheduling manager, if desired, you can 

manage your appointment schedules 
right on your website. We can tie this to 

your current scheduling software if there 
is an API done for an hourly cost.

This system comes with very easy 
systems management for adding 

additional locations for your 
business if you have more than 

one or end up expanding.

This system comes with our 
proprietary website CRM and lead 

management technology for 
capturing inquiries of those that 
come to your website looking for 

more information.



FULL LIST OF FEATURES THAT COME WITH THE 
PRACTICE PRESENCE MARKETING WEBSITE

EASY SEO JOURNALING TECHNOLOGY MANAGE NEWSLETTER

FAQ JOB TICKET MANAGEMENTSERVICES

This system comes with our easy 
SEO page structure making it very 
simple for the search engines to be 

able to read and score every 
sentence on your website.

This system allows you to manage 
a very sophisticated page manager 
and journaling technology creating 

rich posts that include images, 
video and styled text.

This system comes with a 
newsletter manager allowing for 

people to sign up to receive 
updates from your blog as well as 

accept a newsletter from 
your company

This system comes with a powerful 
job ticket management system that 

enables better and flexible 
communication between doctors, 

patients and system admins.

This system comes with easy to 
manage FAQs for answering the 
questions that your customers 

might have.

This system comes with our 
proprietary services 

management system enabling 
you to manage your complete 

range of services



COSTS AND MONTHLY HOSTING 
$5,000 onetime up-front cost | $149 a month 
for hosting and minimal content development

Standard with every $149 a month hosting we will write 5 
new Social Advo posts that will be shared through those 
that sign up for the advocacy programs. These will be 
written based on your practice model and share with
you before making them live in the program. You 
are also welcome to send information you would 
like in this program.



WE ALSO HAVE OPTIONAL FULL MONTHLY 
PRESENCE MANAGEMENT
In today’s marketplace you need more than just a website.  Although Practice Presence is 
integrated deeply into social media, we offer larger packages for aggressive practices.
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Practice Platinum
$649

1 NEW 2 NEW 3 NEW 4 NEW

1 CUSTOM 3 CUSTOM 8 CUSTOM 10 CUSTOM

1 CUSTOM 2 CUSTOM 3 CUSTOM 4 CUSTOM

10 POSTS 20 POSTS 30 POSTS 50 POSTS

5 NEW 5 NEW 10 NEW 20 NEW 30 NEW

Practice Gold
$549

Practice Advanced
$449 

Practice Starter
$349

Web Platform Hosting

Competition Research

Audience Strategy

Keyword Optimization

Directory Management

Directory Submissions

Onsite Blog Posting

Press Release 
Writing

Social Media Posting

Social Advo Posts

Standard Hosting
$149 


